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Pedestrians – people who walk rather than travel in a vehicle – are inherent and the most 

vulnerable part of the traffic. Autonomous vehicles, the technology believed to be the 

future of transportation, is being developed to significantly increase people’s safety and 

comfort on the road. However, technologies as complex as driverless cars usually hide a 

number of issues related to ethics and feasibility, which make some experts doubtful about 

the technological innovation and casual people fearful about their safety or freedom. This 

Master’s dissertation explores the future of pedestrians living among self-driving cars and 

suggests a way to maintain their safety. It tries to link both service design and speculative 

design approaches to create a convincing future service scenario. The developed service 

concept is a new operating system feature – pedestrian mode – which enables connection 

between personal devices, autonomous vehicles, and pedestrian crossings. It increases 

pedestrian visibility to maximum, helps to smoothen the traffic flow and makes pedestrian 

behaviours predictable. This report aims to provoke discussion and thoughts about 

preferable futures for pedestrians in the age of driverless vehicles.
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6 7Introduction

Introduction

How many times have you crossed the street today?
Did you look at your phone while crossing?
Did you make eye contact with the drivers to ensure that they see you?

Street-crossing has become a typical point of the day which no one really pays attention to. It 

is a necessary but quite an easy task, especially if done with respect to the traffic rules. In the 

future, it will very likely change, and it is not clear in what way. The future is believed to be 

autonomous – self-driving cars on the streets, blooming of the ride-sharing economy, no car 

ownership, less traffic. Autonomous car manufacturers compete every day to deliver a better 

version of a driverless vehicle, with test cars already on the streets.

It is only when investigating the matter further that the negative nuances come into play and 

make the future of transportation look only somewhat promising. Operations of the very 

specific piece of technology – autonomous vehicles – are full of uncertainties, especially from 

the pedestrian point of view. Self-driving cars are an example of an artificial intelligence 

system which is prone to algorithmic errors and lacks the human intuition – so often crucial on 

the road. What is more, people’s excitement about not having to sit behind the wheel in the 

future is often mixed with a sense of danger and fear for life. Humans are afraid of what they 

do not understand, which is exactly the case – people do not understand the cars and the 

cars do not understand them.

This project attempts to dive deep into the future of London streets and suggest a way of 

street-crossing around self-driving cars. It seeks to develop a concept for a future service 

which would increase pedestrian safety, reduce their fears and prepare them for interactions 

with self-driving cars. As this dissertation is in fact a speculative design scenario, rather than 

proposing a highly feasible solution for current times, its primary aim is to provoke thoughts 

and discussions over the question ‘is this a future we want?’.

All citations quoted in the beginning of each chapter come from expert interviews conducted 

for the purposes of this dissertation.

Infrastructure blocks people’s natural behaviours; 
cities are made for cars.

~ Humanising Autonomy 
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The project connects service design practice and speculative design. While it follows the 
design process (Figure 2, page 8), it is also based on the Futures Cone theory (Figure 1).

The Futures Cone, also known as Plausibility Cone or Futures Vuvuzela (van Gaalen, 2016), 

is a framework used by futurists and speculative designers to imagine alternative futures. To 

better understand the concept, the diagram is often compared to a ray of light coming from 

a flashlight (the ‘Now), which lights up the darkness in front of us. The area where the light is 

the brightest and where most details can be seen represents the ‘probable futures’, current 

trends and things that are likely to happen. The wider area where the torch beam becomes 

blurred and shows less detail, things that could happen are illuminated and are known as 

‘plausible futures’. As the light spreads further away, it is difficult to perceive any features 

other than things that might happen, called ‘possible futures’ (Nicholas, 2013). The Futures 

Cone also includes ‘preferable futures’ – what we want to happen – which moves imagination 

towards the best visions (Hancock and Bezold, 1994). Identifying ‘preferable futures’ is a 

practice used among designers to settle on a shared future vision and to design a desired 

outcome. 

This project tries to define a preferable future for pedestrians living among self-driving cars.

M
ethodology

Figure 1: The Futures Cone, adapted and extended from Voros (2003) 

We can never do something if we 
don’t imagine it first.

~ Institute for the Future
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The dissertation follows a design process based largely on the Double Diamond framework. 

As shown in the diagram above, the Discovery phase (research phase) continues through the 

whole process and is present at every stage. For this project involved a significant amount 

of constant research on technological trends, ethical issues, as well as formal and informal 

interviews, it was important to emphasise it in the process scheme. Definition phase includes 

topic scoping, current user journey, online survey and How-Might-We questions. The 

following Development stage covers design personas, future artifact and co-design session. 

The last Delivery phase describes concept proposition, prototyping and iterations.

Figure 2: The design process
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Initial D
iscovery

The inspiration for the topic of this project was sparked by the shocking article headline 

saying self-driving cars may hit people of darker skin tone more often (Houser, 2019). 

A thorough research showed that the main reason behind it is algorithmic bias. This initial 

‘dive’ into artificial intelligence and bias, including interviews with experts, allowed for a great 

understanding of autonomous vehicle operations.

Autonomous vehicles (AVs) are an example of sophisticated artificial intelligence (AI). They 

run on a very complex set of algorithms and rely on a number of sensors. The main reason 

for the bias, whether it is based on gender, race, age or other, are biased training datasets 

which the AI systems are given to learn. And they are biased usually because of human 

errors and unintentional ignorance towards inclusivity. In the example of biased autonomous 

vehicles, the training datasets contained a disproportionate number of images of white 

people compared to darker skinned people (Houser, 2019).

As a pedestrian, you have no idea what an 
autonomous car thinks.

~ Humanising Autonomy

Glossary

Autonomous vehicles – some researchers argue that there is a difference between an 

autonomous vehicle and a self-driving car. They say that any car with the autonomy level of 1 

or more can be called autonomous and self-driving cars are only those which do not need a 

human driver. In this project, however, the notions self-driving car, autonomous vehicle (AV) 

and driverless vehicle will be used interchangeably and describe the same type of a car – one 

which does not have a driver.

Transition period – a time in the future when there is a mix of both self-driving and non-self-

driving (regular) cars on the roads.

Secondary research
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Examples of artificial intelligence are often a subject of endless moral considerations, 

including the above-mentioned bias. Ambiguous and unexpected situations on the roads 

pose questions about ethical behaviours of autonomous cars. They do not have the human 

common sense which can often help avoid accidents, even if it means braking the law, e.g. 

a child running into the street after a ball forcing the car to cross the double yellow line. 

Instead, the vehicle would rely on its confidence level and first determine, with high level 

of certitude, if the object (child) in its path is actually alive. Then, the car would check if 

there are no other living objects in its way in case it crossed the double line. In case of an 

unavoidable accident with inevitable victims, self-driving cars are expected to optimise the 

outcomes of the crash and minimise harm (Adalid, Lant and Luhman, n.d.). This subject, 

sometimes called ‘the driverless dilemma’, is explored by MIT Media Lab in a survey named 

the Moral Machine (Moral Machine, 2016). Respondents are given a choice over whose life 

an AV should spare in 13 very specific scenarios including a set of variables, such as old or 

young, rich or poor, man or woman, more or fewer people, passenger or pedestrian. The 

results show that answers vary significantly based on people’s culture and country of origin, 

although a general tendency was to spare humans over pets and groups over individuals 

(Maxmen, 2018). What if the optimisation of outcomes will be up to self-driving car 

programmers? What if they program the algorithm to swerve into a specific type of people?

There is also another angle to the autonomous vehicle ethics. Some experts believe self-

driving cars will be victims of pedestrian bullying and pranking. Given the high level of safety 

and predictability of AVs, people will take advantage and not feel threatened by the vision of 

being run over by a car. They will burst into the streets and by this frustrate autonomous car 

passengers, eventually making the vehicles less desirable in urban areas (Claburn, 2016).

Initial Discovery 15

The problem of biased AI is only one of many when it comes to self-driving cars. What 

distinguishes them from regular cars is, obviously, that there is no need for human driver. And 

while it undoubtedly could make people’s lives more comfortable and eliminate human error 

– the main cause of car accidents worldwide (Singh, 2015) – it removes the social interactions 

between drivers and pedestrians. These are very often a vital part of the traffic, e.g. drivers 

can communicate between each other and agree on one’s right of way at a non-signalized 

intersection. Drivers can also make eye-contact with pedestrians and communicate that it is 

safe for them to cross (Rasouli and Tsotsos, 2019). Lack of these interactions can significantly 

disrupt the traffic and cause miscommunication between self-driving cars and pedestrians.

Right now, the technology embedded in the vehicles does not adequately understand 

people’s behaviours. It is likely to fail in many situations, mainly involving pedestrians, with 

which drivers need to deal on everyday basis. In his article, Brooks (2017) breaks down 

exemplary situations in which autonomous vehicles would possibly fail. He also considers 

different road types, e.g. busy shopping street, residential neighbourhood and a dark country 

road. Brooks (2017) emphasises the fact that each of these places is ruled by different habits 

and unwritten, conventional nuances which are not understandable to AI. For instance, 

when thick snow covers narrow pavements on a residential street, people sometimes choose 

to walk on the side of the road and expect drivers to pass them but also be respectful of 

them. Would the safety-focused self-driving cars overtake them or follow the person slowly, 

eventually creating a traffic jam? What is more, cars adjusted to commuting in one type of 

conditions might not be able to deal with other environments (Brooks, 2017). To solve the 

bad communication problem, some researchers think pedestrians will have to change their 

behaviours into less erratic in order for autonomous vehicles to actually work. It is also 

suggested that people should be provided with proper education and guidance regarding 

self-driving cars (Kahn, 2018). 
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While the cars do not understand people, humans do not understand them either. 

Communication between the two is crucial for the success of autonomous cars and, above 

all, for the successful street crossing. The main challenge pedestrians will deal with is 

figuring out whether an approaching car is going to stop for them or not. There is a number 

of conceptual projects and studies suggesting ways to deal with the issue, mainly proposing 

external human-machine interfaces (eHMIs) (de Clercq et al., 2019). For instance, Chang, 

Toda, Sakamoto and Igarashi (2016) propose digital eyes installed on the vehicle to make 

eye-contact with a pedestrian. This would help them recognise the vehicle’s awareness of 

their presence (Chang et al., 2016). Similarly, Lyft suggested placing messages for pedestrians 

on vehicle windows (Aouf, 2018). 

Despite the numerous issues mentioned, tech organisations such as Google, Apple, Audi, 

Tesla, Toyota, to mention just a few, strive to create a fully autonomous vehicle. The industry 

recognises 5 levels of car autonomy (Figure 3), with level 3 being the only achievable level so 

far. Experts and researchers say it will be at least a 10-12 years before private buyers can buy 

a fully autonomous car. So called ‘robotaxis’ – for example Uber ride-sharing cars – might not 

be publicly widespread until 2025 (LeBeau, 2019). It is unclear when autonomous vehicles 

could become a commonplace in London. 

Initial Discovery

Figure 3: Levels of autonomy; based on Brooks (2017)
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Stakeholder map

Initial Discovery

Positive and successful interactions between autonomous vehicles and humans would benefit 

many stakeholders, especially pedestrians. It is also in the interest of AV manufacturers to 

develop or adopt a solution which provides good human-car relationship. The following map 

shows stakeholders who would benefit from and who can contribute to a positive interaction 

between pedestrians and self-driving cars. 

Figure 4: Stakeholder map
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The research started from the very broad topic of 

biased Artificial Intelligence and technology. It was 

then narrowed down to autonomous vehicles – an 

example of complex AI – with regards to pedestrians 

(Figure 5).

The choice to focus on pedestrians (and not, for 

example, on passengers) was motivated by the fact 

that they seem to be perceived by the automotive 

industry as an obstacle rather than an integral 

part of the traffic. Even though self-driving car 

manufacturers promise a significant increase in the 

safety level on the streets, it is widely admitted that 

the vehicles do not understand human behaviours, 

at least not yet. Pedestrians are rarely the subject 

of discussions, with the main attention given to 

passenger journey and comfort. Some experts 

believe pedestrians might have to adjust or learn 

new behaviours in order to stay safe on the street. 

What is more, the transition period will certainly be 

very challenging for pedestrians, and possibly quite 

long as well. On the other hand, it is speculated that 

people will deliberately disrupt autonomous cars’ 

journey – making the otherwise bright future of ride-

sharing economy slightly dim.

Topic scoping rationale

D
efinition

Figure 5: Topic 
scoping cone

Pedestrians are, in a way, passive users 
of autonomous vehicles

~ Digital Catapult
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There is a lot of uncertainty when it comes to the future of getting from point A to point B by 

foot, especially while being accompanied by both self-driving and regular cars. Below is a 

comparison of pedestrian journeys in 2019 (Figure 6) and in the uncertain future (Figure 7).

In the future, the everyday process of street crossing will probably look differently to how it 

does now. It is possible, and quite commonly believed, that the driverless vehicles will be so 

safe that people will be able to just cross the street when they want to, without the possibility 

of getting harmed. This vision, however, could be easily challenged, especially when thinking 

of the transition period in London. People and the cars will have to collaborate to avoid a 

breakdown of the traffic system where pedestrians start walking on the roads feeling ‘too’ 

safe. Additionally, the presence of both regular and self-driving cars will likely cause a 

lot of confusion and possibly result in pedestrian accidents related to that. On the other 

hand, speculations and design concepts often re-imagine the design of the car to support 

communication with pedestrians. Vehicles get added features like those mentioned in the 

previous chapter – a displayed message saying ‘you may cross now’ or digital eyes. There 

are many possibilities but not one agreed solution (yet), which might increase the pedestrian 

confusion.

Figure 6: Current user journey of street-crossing

Figure 7: The future journey of street-crossing with the unknowns
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People’s opinions on the future of being a pedestrian next to self-driving cars were gathered 

in an online survey conducted specifically for this project (questions in the Appendix). The 

short questionnaire was distributed through social media and received 82 responses. The 

answers come from an impressive mix of age groups and a perfect balance of genders. The 

questions explored people’s familiarity and current attitudes towards self-driving cars. Most 

importantly, it was investigated whether people would be willing to change their current 

street-crossing habits in the name of safety. Specific statistics are shown in the infographic 

(Figure 8).

About 80% of the respondents admitted that they would avoid the streets, feel anxious and 

scared if the autonomous cars were more likely to hit their demographic group than others. 

About 1/4 of them also declared readiness to protest against the car manufacturers.

Online survey

Figure 8: Significant data received from the online survey
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Research findings both from the Discovery and Definition phases were used to 

synthesize How Might We statements. In the design field, HMWs work as starters for 

brainstorm and should give room for a variety of ideas within a specific topic scope.

The project looks specifically at the future of London pedestrians during the 

transition period.

How Might We question

How might we prepare London 
pedestrians for daily interactions 
with self-driving cars?

How might we assure a good 
relationship between self-driving 
cars and pedestrians?

27Definition
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Information gathered through the online survey and thorough desk research allowed for 

creating four design personas. This tool was used to better understand the needs and fears 

of the society on a personal level. All the personas come from current times and express 

concerns about the future. Each persona is a London pedestrian and represents different 

age group. Additionally, each of them embodies a certain issue related to the future of 

autonomous vehicles. 

Design Personas

D
evelopm

ent

Autonomous cars should be added a bit of 
irrationality.

~ Comuzi
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Maya is a young mother and expresses concern regarding the transition period confusion. 

Ed, a taxi driver, points out jaywalkers and hints on the future of autonomous taxis. Clara is 

worried about future street crossing and embodies the possible ‘driverless dilemma’ victim. 

And lastly, Lucas emphasises infrastructure change but also, as a law student, hints on the 

future of regulations connected to autonomous vehicles.

30

Figure 9: Four design personas
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To help better imagine and connect with the proposed future scenario, it is worth creating 

future artifacts. An artifact is an item coming from the future, which a casual observer 

might mistake for a contemporary object and find out its fictional features only after closer 

inspection (Bleecker, 2019).

This project benefited greatly from The Times article coming from 2025 which was inspired 

by people’s declarations in the online survey. It describes the first ever protest against 

self-driving cars in London. The short, cover page article features quotes from concerned 

pedestrians who express their frustration with car manufacturers and the government. They 

feel ignored, scared and unprepared for interactions with the machines. It also features 

statements of annoyed passengers who wish pedestrians were educated on how to behave 

next to self-driving cars, especially when it comes to disrupting their journey. The article 

emphasises lack of awareness in the society, general transition period confusion and 

disappointment with those in power. It is underlined at the end, however, that London citizens 

do see the autonomous car potential, yet demand the tech companies and governments to 

act more in favour of humans.

The article was later used in a co-ideation session where participants tried to imagine what 

would have to happen in order to stop people from protesting.

Future artifact - conversation starter
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Both the design personas and future artifact were used in a co-

ideation session. The workshop was held in the London College of 

Communication and featured 6 participants with a perfect mix of 

nationalities, demographics (age, gender and ethnicity) and industries. 

They were split into two teams of three people with an aim to come up 

with varying ideas.

The workshop started from setting session rules, such as ‘no judging’, 

‘listen to each other’, ‘don’t get attached to your ideas’, and an ice-

breaker. Then, participants were briefly introduced to the thesis topic 

and key research findings. This was followed by handing out The Times 

article from the future and identifying issues between people and self-

driving cars described in the text. The issues were later gathered on 

sticky notes in a short discussion.

Co-ideation session
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Next, each team received a set of 2 personas – Maya and Ed, Clara and Lucas – and was 

asked to analyse and empathise with their needs and fears. The session then moved on to 

ideation task – the Crazy 8. For 8 minutes participants had to use all the information they 

received till now, including persona features and the HWM question, and come up with 8 

different, radical, crazy, positive or negative, quick ideas. They were shown current and 

possible future traffic design elements for more inspiration. Later, all the participants got a 

chance to share their ideas with others.

After brainstorming, the workshop moved on to the concept development stage. Teams were 

asked to choose one idea from the Crazy 8 task, or merge a few, which seemed the most 

feasible or simply the most fun. Each group was given two different sheets of paper and 12 

stakeholder cards designed to support the development process. The first sheet featured 

questions about the concept itself which would help define it better. The stakeholder cards 

were used to answer a question from the first sheet about the service provider or parties 

responsible for its delivery. The second sheet included an image of a street crossing and 

could be used to visualise a concept if needed (Figure 10). After 30 minutes both teams gave 

short presentations on their ideas.

36

Figure 10: Concept development task
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There are a few key insights that can be drawn from this co-ideation session. A lot of focus 

was given both to infrastructure and education. One team developed an idea of cars driving 

in underground tunnels, leaving car-free open spaces to people. Interestingly, this concept 

in a way gives up on building the human-car interaction and completely separates the two. 

Although it would certainly eliminate the risk for pedestrians and make cities much more 

friendly to live, it is highly improbable, at least in the existing cities in the near future. The 

other group tried to propose an educational tool for pedestrians and prepare them for 

interactions with the cars. The main problem they encountered was inclusion. Running a 

course, a ‘pedestrian school’ or proposing an educational app would very likely exclude the 

disabled, elderly, young children and leave these groups at risk and less aware.

Through the whole co-ideation session participants came up with numerous brilliant ideas. 

From robot crossing assistants and ‘Dumb Ways to Die’ style campaign to smart glasses 

helping distinguish car types and an app with a special map for pedestrians. Ideas proposed 

were synthesised and used to create the major concept.

38
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Building a speculative design project requires a vast amount of research on trends and 

signals. Having a good understanding of what the future might bring is crucial for successful 

development of a realistic project. It is especially important when working on a scenario 

which is not set in a far future. In order for the project to provoke discussions and create an 

impact, it needs to feel relatable to the audience (Auger, 2013). The following section will 

discuss assumptions made about the future and set a background for the speculative service.

In about 10 years time, majority of vehicles on London streets will be used for business, 

deliveries and taxis. Ride-sharing economy will thrive and become so cheap and accessible 

many people will realise they do not need a car anymore (Walmsley, 2018). While part 

of the vehicles will be self-driving, regular cars will also achieve some level of autonomy 

(Brooks, 2017). Thanks to the growing trend of making cities friendlier for pedestrians and 

cyclists, people will be able to enjoy a bigger number of wide pavements, bicycle routes, and 

pedestrian crossings. Additionally, there will be numerous pedestrian-exclusive spaces and 

car-free market streets (Smartcitiesdive.com, 2015), such as Oxford Street (Living Streets, 

2019). It will encourage people to commute through walking or cycling.

Speculative outline of the future

D
elivery

Visually impaired people or people on wheelchairs 
might find the pedestrian mode particularly useful.

~ Centre for Connected and Autonomous Vehicles
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The idea for the service of the future is a pedestrian mode on personal devices. The feature 

would be part of operating systems and, ideally, it would be developed together with 

autonomous car manufacturers. This would allow the pedestrian mode to communicate 

without fault with all the car brands. The mode makes pedestrians visible for autonomous 

vehicles. It does so through enabling location, 5G and different sensors in a device, and 

shares it with the driverless cars (Figure 11). This allows them to know where a person is, 

which direction they go to and with what pace they move (including the time spent standing). 

It means the self-driving cars can predict pedestrian’s next moves and act accordingly to keep 

them safe. The data is also shared with pedestrian crossings with traffic lights. The reason 

for only larger crossings having the data access is that pedestrians have a right of way on 

any other crossing type anyway. Additionally, thanks to the pedestrian crossings and the cars 

sensing people held at the red light, it is possible to speed up the wait for green light.

Because the very high level of on-street safety provided by the pedestrian mode could result 

in pedestrians walking on the roads and crossing at any time and place, the initial concept 

considered either a penalty system for those who disrupt the traffic or a reward system for 

people who follow the traffic rules. It even included a new definition of jaywalking:

jaywalking is when a person enters the road in a place and time other than pedestrian 

crossing and green light, and by this forces an autonomous vehicle to stop or significantly 

slow down.

The service would only be successful if people were made aware of the self-driving car 

related issues before the pedestrian mode is introduced in the society. Through this, people 

would feel the need to own something that protects them, or to know how to remain safe. 

Therefore, the pedestrian mode would become a desired feature in people’s lives. The 

campaign would be run by the autonomous car manufacturers and tech giants – pedestrian 

mode creators. It would consist of ads spread around the city and public transport, social 

media and traditional media.

Initial concept

Figure 11: An outline of pedestrian mode operation Figure 12: The flow of the initial service concept
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Users are shown a monthly rate of cars 

which they have disrupted. When they 

exceed the limit, they face a fine. It 

aims to stop people from jaywalking.

Automatic switch on setting allows 

the mode to switch on and off 

automatically when the person is out, 

on the move or uses 5G.

The settings page also includes 

information about data processing.

A person is sent a notification whenever 

they force an AV to stop or significantly 

slow down. It aims to keep people 

aware and mindful of passenger 

journey.

The swipe-down menu allows to 

quickly switch the pedestrian mode on 

or off.

Prototypes
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Other than strictly maintaining people’s safety, the penalty and reward system would not act 

in favour of pedestrians, who are the main subject of this project. A structure like this is a 

slightly dystopian concept which could be compared to the infamous social credit system in 

China (Ma, 2018). It was also very difficult to figure out what kind of penalties or rewards the 

system should include. Should they be point penalties or monetary? If so, the government 

should also be involved. Would the fines apply to children as well? If not, wouldn’t some 

of them start ‘pranking’ the cars? Maybe a reward could be an autonomous taxi discount? 

Maybe the pedestrian mode could stop working completely if a person disrupts too many 

cars? Additionally, penalty system would have to take into account the distance travelled and 

the frequency of travel in order to be fair - disrupting two cars at a long distance cannot equal 

disrupting two cars at a short distance.

The idea was consulted and tested with many individuals. It was also discussed with Sustrans 

charity, an organisation working towards easier walking and cycling. They strongly prioritise 

people’s comfort and safety on the streets and encourage healthy lifestyle through active 

commute. Sustrans’ feedback on the pedestrian mode concept was both positive and 

negative. The sole idea of giving people a tool which increases safety and speeds up the 

waiting time at crossings was regarded as very beneficial. On the other hand, the penalty/

reward system introduced with an aim to stop people from jaywalking was considered 

unfavourable for pedestrians. The charity’s stance is that it is the humans who should be 

prioritised and move freely around the city, not vehicles. It was also mentioned that some 

groups of people and places should be treated as exceptions – for example autonomous 

vehicles should always stop and not be considered distrupted around schools and 

kindergartens.

This point of view influenced further idea development. As this project aims to put 

pedestrians first and design a solution beneficial to them, it was important to transform the 

concept to be even more pedestrian-centred. Additionally, taking into account the future 

trends such as less vehicles on the roads due to the increase in ride-sharing economy, more 

car-free spaces in cities or developing car-only roads, it might turn out unnecessary in 

most cases to resort to fining people for disturbing the traffic. It might even result in people 

refusing to use the pedestrian mode at all. And lastly, a solution of that sort could be one of 

the reasons for pedestrian protests described in the future The Times article. In that case, a 

less severe concept was developed.

Iteration
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To illustrate the idea in the most comprehensive way, Google will serve as an example of a 

company which could implement the service concept. Organisations which could also aspire 

to include the pedestrian mode in their offering are Apple, Microsoft, and any company 

producing operating systems for personal devices, including those yet to be established. 

Undoubtedly, the best outcomes and functioning of the feature would be achieved if 

autonomous car manufacturers also contributed to the mode’s development. This makes 

Google, Apple or Microsoft the best current ‘candidates’ to implement a feature enabling 

communication between self-driving cars and pedestrians, as they are leaders in autonomous 

car development too.

The final flow of the service was slightly iterated. The first step is aimed at building society’s 

awareness about self-driving cars and possible risks that they pose to pedestrians. The 

campaign should start along with autonomous cars making their first appearance on London 

streets. In a way, it seeks to identify a new need in the society – a need to maintain safety, to 

increase one’s visibility and to communicate infallibly with the autonomous vehicles. It would 

include ads distributed around London’s public transport and streets, as well as online ads, 

posts and traditional media.

The main reason to raise general awareness about self-driving cars in the society and helping 

people acknowledge that the autonomous future might be tricky for pedestrians, were the 

online survey responses. The number of respondents who declared they would be willing to 

learn about how to behave around self-driving cars shows the public’s need to remain safe 

and to know how to achieve that.

Final service concept Identification of the need

Figure 13: The flow of the final service concept
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Instead of providing a guidebook or instructions on how to act on the street, which would be 

the obvious solution for the online survey responses, people would first find out about the 

possible risks and identify their needs through the campaign. Then, they would be offered a 

tool to achieve a high level of safety, which would answer their needs. This concept eliminates 

the necessity to learn new, sophisticated behaviours which would give the utmost priority to 

self-driving cars and make people feel that it is them who need to adjust, not the cars. The 

proposed pedestrian mode increases people’s safety and visibility to the maximum without 

requiring them to stay over-alert. 

An ad at a bus stop aims to raise 
awareness about the importance of 
pedestrian visibility to self-driving cars

Introduction of the pedestrian mode
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Settings page
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Other possible items featuring the pedestrian 

mode could include smart jewellery, smart 

glasses, digital tattoos.

Pedestrian mode is available on any device with an operating system which supports this 

feature. The tablet and smartwatch show the simplicity of the mode and its unobtrusive 

nature. 

A swipe-down menu and 

and icon on the top of 

the screen indicate the 

pedestrian mode is on. 
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The pedestrian mode will be available on the newest personal devices, and later 

through system updates. When purchasing the device, in this case Google Pixel 19 

smartphone, customers will receive a welcome message placed on the box regarding 

the feature. It aims to build a good relationship with the person and encourage them 

to use the pedestrian mode.
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Stimulating the sense of responsibility

The last step of the service is about stimulating the sense of responsibility as well as empathy 

towards other commuters. Instead of warning and penalising pedestrians for disrupting 

autonomous vehicles, they will receive notifications asking to be mindful of the passenger 

journey. Notifications will be sent when a person notoriously disrupts the cars, that is when 

ten or more cars are forced to stop and give way to a pedestrian in an undesignated area. 

Disruption will also be noted when a car needs to wait for an extended period of time for a 

person to leave the road (perhaps having a chat with a friend long unseen in the middle of the 

lane).

Certain situations will not count as disruptions, for instance when the interaction happens in 

a previously mentioned, geofenced area, or when a self-driving car does not transport any 

passengers (it is possible that it will be clearly indicated whether or not an AV is empty by 

displaying this information on the car).

Overtime, it has been recognised that there are certain groups of people who should be 

given the utmost priority over the cars. This group includes the most vulnerable pedestrians 

– people with disabilities and various impairments which do not allow them to move on 

the street freely. Without a doubt, these pedestrians should not be accounted for causing 

disruptions to the cars. It is possible that in the future sensors in personal devices will 

be so greatly developed that they will be able to sense if a person has a disability or not. 

Additionally, the pedestrian mode allows people to take as much time as they need to cross 

the street. Nevertheless, the aspect of vulnerable pedestrians is an area that would require 

special attention in the future iterations.

Notifications aim to make 

pedestrians aware of their 

actions. They inform about 

the person’s impact on the 

good flow of the traffic and 

therefore create a sense of 

responsibility, or even guilt.

To build a good relationship 

with the user and personalise 

the service, notifications 

are sent informing the user 

about good performance of 

the pedestrian mode, which 

means safe and smooth street 

crossings.
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Future street-crossing

Enabling the pedestrian mode brings new ways of street crossing. The following images are 

exemplary situations of two different types of behaviours – crossing on designated pedestrian 

crossings (Figure 14) and jaywalking (Figure 15). Both schemes show the first step to be 

switching the pedestrian mode on, which can also be set to happen automatically. Yellow 

circles indicate key touchpoints and ‘the new normals’ related to the future street crossing 

with the pedestrian mode on you.

Figure 14: The future user journey of street-crossing with the pedestrian mode

Figure 15: The future user journey of jaywalking with the pedestrian mode

An on-street advert at a bus 
stop reminding to have the 
pedestrian mode on
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Service blueprint



…someone loses their smartphone, forgets their smartwatch or runs  
out of battery?
More caution is advised, but the cars will still see the person. Pedestrian mode is an addition 

to already existing sensors in the car, ensures full visibility at all times and mitigates the car’s 

algorithmic bias.

…regular cars? How does the existence of the pedestrian mode   
impact drivers?
The majority of regular cars will achieve certain level of autonomy. It means they can also 

have access to pedestrian mode data and communicate with pedestrians through their 

personal devices. Car drivers which cannot access the pedestrian data will have to pay extra 

attention on the streets and look out for possibly more jaywalkers than in 2019.

…the pedestrian mode does not stop people from jaywalking, even  
with the responsibility stimulation (notifications)?
This project proposes a service which puts pedestrian interest and safety first. It is possible 

that governments and autonomous taxi companies will strive to penalise jaywalkers in one 

way or another. However, the pedestrian mode works also for mitigating traffic, which might 

eventually lead to no disruptions for both the cars and pedestrians.

…regulations and law? If an accident happens, whose fault is it?
It is very possible, at least in the beginning of autonomous vehicle existence, that it will 

always be the car’s fault when a pedestrian is harmed in an accident. On the other hand, 

assuming that the pedestrian mode assures 100% visibility and allows the car to adjust its 

actions to pedestrians, accidents with pedestrians should never happen.

…cyclists? Can they also use the pedestrian mode?
Anyone with the feature switched on will be visible to the AVs, regardless of their activity – 

standing, walking, running or cycling. Cars will be able to sense cyclists’ presence in advance 

and adjust their speed accordingly.

68
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FAQ - ‘and what if/about...?’
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D
iscussion

There will always be a mixture of cars on the street, like 
there is a mixture of old and new phones.

~ Digital Catapult

This dissertation emphasises the pedestrian point of view on the future of autonomous 

vehicles. By taking a human-centred approach – a major principle of design – it tries to 

understand and answer their needs. There are, however, other parties and stakeholders 

whose point of view is also crucial for the sustainable and successful development and 

delivery of the proposed solution.

Firstly, it is worth considering the reasons why certain organisations would, or should, engage 

in developing the pedestrian mode. Autonomous car manufacturers would greatly benefit in 

collaborating with tech companies which offer operating systems, i.e. iOS or Android, with 

the pedestrian mode feature. Through this, they could ensure both pedestrian and passenger 

safety by minimising accident rates. It can be argued that while this would strongly appeal to 

pedestrians, it would not be as attractive to passengers. They could claim that their journey 

in a car which supports the pedestrian mode is more likely to be disrupted by giving way 

to pedestrians. Although it is true that the pedestrian mode prioritises pedestrians, it also 

adjusts cars’ behaviours to them which removes sudden braking and leads to smoothening of 

their journey. Therefore, driverless car companies which support the pedestrian mode feature 

might be considered both more pedestrian and passenger friendly.

Google was used as an excellent example of a company which develops both an operating 

systems and autonomous vehicles. Widespread Android personal devices and gadgets, which 

are likely to grow in number in the future, hold a great potential when it comes to positive 

societal impact, including the influence on transportation. This project suggests a way to 

use this potential and connect people with autonomous vehicles while providing them with 

visibility and safety. On the other hand, given the high level of unpredictability of human 

behaviours, pedestrian mode supports the AVs in making appropriate reactions. This bilateral 

opportunity would make Google, Apple or Microsoft the largest commercial beneficiaries of 

the pedestrian mode.
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Discussion

There are also profiters that maybe be detrimental to the success of the pedestrian mode. 

Insurance companies are already a subject of discussions over people’s data privacy (e.g. 

using health information from mobile apps to insure health). The pedestrian mode feature 

would hold a significant amount of data regarding a person’s lifestyle, locations and rates of 

jaywalking. Insurers might want to access this information to track behaviours of their clients 

and use it to their benefit. Moreover, it is widely speculated that in the future, cyberterrorism 

will play a major global role, with one of the targets being self-driving cars. Since the 

pedestrian mode connects AVs with people’s devices, it might become both a great source 

of data and a point of access to the vehicles. It is not difficult to imagine the catastrophic 

consequences of these – redirecting the cars towards each other and causing mass accidents 

or even spying on individuals’ daily routines.

It can be argued that the proposed service would make people even more reliant on 

technology than now and that it is a fragile source of personal data. Even more, the 

pedestrian mode could enhance fears in the society connected to self-driving cars. Given the 

street reminders to have the feature on and notifications stimulating responsibility, people 

might feel that it is in fact risky to be on street. Therefore, it is crucial to introduce the feature 

as a tool removing burdens from people rather than limiting their peace and freedom.

The service prototype presented for this project is aimed to apply to London pedestrians. 

The hectic, multi-cultural city poses a huge challenge for autonomous vehicles and the 

pedestrian mode aims to act as a supporting innovation. It is possible that the pedestrian 

mode would not be necessary in other cities where, for instance, jaywalking is unthinkable, 

drivers strictly obey the traffic rules and streets are easy to navigate. On the other hand, the 

service proposal requires access to technology and since it is not guaranteed in many places 

around the world, it would not be practical in those areas.

73

SWOT analysis

The following SWOT analysis shows the strenghts, weaknesses, 

opportunities and threats regarding the pedestrian mode feature.
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I had a rewarding opportunity to talk about my project at the Service Design Fringe Festival 

2019 at the Barbican Centre. The general reaction to the topic helped me realise that, apart 

from being striking and exciting, the subject is also very distant to the audience. It shows 

that a lot has to be done in the near future in terms of rising people’s awareness about the 

consequences of implementing self-driving cars on the society.
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Appendix

Online survey questions

1. How familiar are you with the self-driving cars concept?

Not at all familiar, not so familiar, somewhat familiar, very familiar, ex-
tremely familiar.

2. What is your attitude towards implementation of self-driving cars in the 
upcoming years?

Very worried – Neutral/Don’t care – Very optimistic

3. Would you be willing to adapt new behaviours for crossing the street in 
order to make the interaction between you and a self-driving car safer and 
easier (e.g. raise your hand to notify the car of your intention to cross).

Yes/No

4. Do you think self-driving cars should adjust their behaviours to pedestrians 
or it’s the pedestrians who should adjust their behaviours to self-driving 
cars?

Self-driving cars should adjust, pedestrians should adjust, a bit of both

5. Would you like to be informed about/educated about the behavioural ‘DOs 
and DONTs’ around self-driving cars?

Yes/No

6. If the self-driving cars were likely to hit and harm your demographic group 
(i.e. your ethnic or age group) more than other groups, how would know-
ing this affect you? (e.g. avoid jaywalking, avoid the street, scared, etc.)

[textbox]

7. What general impact, in your opinion, will self-driving cars have on pedes-
trians?

Very negative – No impact – Very positive

8. And why do you think so?

[textbox]

9. Gender

10. Age
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